.preserve
Informed, Compliant
Digital Preservation Service
COMPREHENSIVE END-TO-END ASSET MANAGEMENT
For many organizations, the information preservation process is guided by objectives
like storage optimization that may not fully align with the organization’s legal or
regulatory requirements. .preserve provides a lightweight digital preservation
capability that is tightly integrated with .discover’s powerful content categorization
features and informed by .policy’s business processes. The result is a robust digital
preservation solution that is both content and compliance-aware. With .preserve, IT
and records staff can work seamlessly to optimize storage costs, reduce end-user data
clutter, and consistently adhere to records processes and multi-jurisdictional legal
requirements.

USE .PRESERVE TO:
Preserve information assets based on policies, conditional rules, or user-driven manual inputs.
Ensure strong compliance with defined preserved asset processes used to meet regulatory,
industry, or business-specific requirements.
Reduce the volume of seldom-used content in circulation to improve the efficiency of end-users.
Support efficient and timely response to litigation through legal hold features that augment
powerful information discovery capabilities.

KEY CAPABILITIES
Preserve information to S3 compliant cloud or on-premise storage systems, including support for
tiered or mixed-mode storage approaches.
Job processing, monitoring, and management features to ensure efficient, automated, and errorfree preservation.
Legal hold and release from within the .discover user interface.
Reporting and audit trail functionality to support audits, litigation, and other process traceability
and decision support requirements.
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KEY CAPABILITIES (CONTINUED)
No separate application user interface needed to access preserved material for authorized users
from within the .discover user interface.
Restore features to allow administrators to roll-back preservation processes and return assets to
their source locations as-needed.

.preserve
Use the .preserve solution to more tightly align your IT and
legal / compliance requirements. .preserve is an easy-to-deploy, simple to
use digital preservation service that provides an end-to-end solution for
governing your information assets throughout their entire lifecycle.
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